
Lecture 20 Emotion

on

Emotion

1. Stimuli ето, -> muscle responses
2. Stummli -> muscle responses -> emo 7

but at the same time

-

Interestingly more
ls misinterpretation

= Similar study by playing
rate scare = ppl

respond
silver medalist happier than bronze

, medal in Olympics- looks like silver medalist

than bronze.
Tim here.

could have gotten gold.

» Would you be in Califernia or Michigan?
Ppl in both states say Cal, bout actual difference is smaller

* Afective Forcasting overestimate- the ofect of one thing
emotion

#I What is
Theories:

» Pencil in mouth (keep smile position)
Then rate how finny comic is.

I les' semiling' people find more funny.
Turns out replication is failingthose comic as

Turns ont some evidence
suggest that this modelworks

3.• Schachter-Singer Theory
aronsal and cognitive interpretation

= Misattribution study - make pol cross scary bridge. Make
attractive person approach either on bridge or not on bridge

funny to modern ppl.

Emo. is confuence of physical

10 141
heart beat

Counterfactwals:
> Person getting

uswally look less happy
Bronze: thank god
Silver: gosh I

ppl on bridge get altracted
of heart nate?

fake heard rate.
> rate film more

their own
expect

Faster heart
think the fake
with emotion.



42 Universakity of Emotion

Everone resprend to same thing with same emotion?
Evidence for

I. Brain: scary thing always light up amygdala
2. Facial exprescion consistent

3. Langnage all have happy| sad
about feding4. AskPpl

Some universal

suiting when sad, eg.
to a thing - mostly consistant

- Happy- Contentions- Disgusted- Afraid
- surprised

# Angry

Evidence against;
1. Not every langnage have these

Grech ward litest
> German schadenfreude

Ejirashi -seeing person

7 categories

no equislence in many other language
obstace

- helples anguish you the overcomeTahiti
= Isin in Indonesia

2. Difinent frequency Maybe
> Thibaten

Hagais
Mehameha things happering yet unaware- all these

faking of lowered al self esteem
emotion is cutturd

claim so never feel anger
cutenre report less shame East Anar

emo.s
Sad

k opposit

->

Eastern than



in Emotion

Baby Seats Dying (again)

* Apective
overrides

Henristic
rational

emotion two strong to resist that it
thinking.

Magical thinking
= Toilet study: open

into new toilet )
- Comb

Reverse contagion
your hair with

new toilet
open it

Hitter's

pour new apple juice
pplI can't drink it

- No.

Give me your comb and let Hitter use if - No.BiasAlect

Negative emotion fade faster than positive!
Old ppl: college was so good a they forget those

lol.

* Memory us. Experience.
we maximise exp. or memery about exp?

But hands in ice water experiment
Tempi

technically worse, but,
cond, and up preferring this

Cand I it People average best meanest andand memory that

#3 Biases

->

comb?

Fading

exams

- Do



#4 EmotionRegulation

We always control
= CMU offer while

not going to
friend next to you get rejected - probably

celebrate.

= Prize for tricking others for getting your emotion wrong
Emotional

Antecedent IEmotion
Regulation

Experience

eg-focus on

forte, the omenpling than

Emotional
Responses

Reappraisal they to alter emotionalresponse
> Suppression - inhibit emotional expression « Higher physidogical cost

Consequences
1. Move
2. Social
3. Cognitive

more prysiolagical effert
suppresion unnatural because pol know you're hiding th.

up attertion, working wemory ete.

emotion

evene

ResponseFrensed

surpress


